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Abstract 
This paper introduces the main structure of SMP8653 multimedia chips which are MIPS architecture, proposes the 
software structured design of HD video player based on SMP8653, and the decoding method of several kinds of 
multimedia using decode chips. Structured design has advantages in reducing the difficulty when built the HD video 
player system based on embedded technology, and reducing the coupling between different modules. Finally, the 
experiment in this paper shows that this structured design reach the goal. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Harbin University of Science 
and Technology 
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1. Introduction 
The digital videos evolve from SD(Standard Definition) into HD(High Definition) gradually with the 
rapid development of transmission technology and image processing technology, the videos become more 
and more sharp and clear[1]. The HD digital TV and movie meet people’s requirement of the high quality 
multimedia, and most people have selected them for entertainment. At the same time, the HD video 
player based on embedded technology widely used in family multimedia entertainment, public advertising, 
monitoring, village cinema and so on because of the embedded HD video player’ advantage which 
support 1080p/i video and many kinds of packaging format, code, and easy to carry. 
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2. Materials and methods 
2.1. Chip of SMP8653 
SMP8653 is a multi-core processor, and it’s one of the SMP8650 family which provides highly-
integrated solutions for products require MPEG-4.10 (H.264), SMPTE 421M (VC-1), AVS, WMV9, 
MPEG-4.2, MPEG-2, and RMVB decoding. The Secure Media Processor architecture offers advantaged 
content protection, support a wide variety of Digital Rights Management (DRM) and Conditional Access 
(CA) solutions, and to meet the new low-power requirements for CE products, the MIPS8653 features 
several standby features, including wake-on-IR, wake-on-LAN, and sleep/standby with DRAM data 
preserved. SMP8653 chip has three processors, first is a 500MHz and 24Kf processor, it is competent to 
do complex processing. The second processor (333MHz) is used to manage terminal and reduce the work 
strength of processor, so that it would improve the efficiency of processor. The third processor (333MHz) 
manages all the system security function, which include key generation and decryption. And its safety 
media processor architecture provides advanced content protection and support many kinds of digital 
rights managements.
2.2. Software structured design for embedded application[2] 
We built this HD video player system according to the structure and characteristics of SMP8653 chip, 
to decoding the HD video files in the large capacity storage devices, and output the video to the HD 
display device. We built it in a structured way to reduce the system’s coupling and make the development 
of the system easier. So we design the system into three layers: application layer, hardware interface layer, 
physical layer. 
• Application layer: 
This layer includes the HD video player application and the comprehensive decoding application. The 
application call the API which is the hardware interface layer provides. This layer directly facing the 
users and provides the high quality services to the users, make interaction with users friendly. In this 
layer, it will make initialization for the HD video player system. In this process, it will make 
initialization for RUA (the API except the system’s for the application in application layer to control the 
decoding hardware) and DCC (the encapsulation for display and decoding function). Then control the 
decoding chips to decode the stream of HD video files by calling the API which is the below layer 
(hardware interface layer) provides without knowing how it works. 
• Hardware interface layer: 
This layer includes the embedded Linux operation system, RUA hardware abstraction drive pointer, 
DCC display control pointer. The function of hardware interface layer is make and encapsulate API of 
this layer and provide this API to the application layer by calling the hardware resources which could 
decode the stream of HD video files. We built several basic operations that could decode the stream of 
HD video files, and some other operations that control the chips to do some basic work. The main 
function of this layer is shielding the detail of decoding chips, and making it easier to control it, and the 
developers could pay more attention to other more import parts. 
• Physical layer: 
The physical layer is the basic of hardware drivers. This layer defines the sending and receiving 
operations for the signal and resource of the hardware that include the hardware decoder, CPU, IO 
devices and so on. In this layer it uses FIFO buffer queue cache and read the data that receive from the 
FIFO buffer queue. And the FIFO buffer queue use both of cycle operation way and interrupt way, so that 
it improve the reliability and instantaneity of dealing with the data.[3] 
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Fig. 1. Software structured design framework 
2.3. Software structured design of video player system 
We need to do some initialization before we run the video player system in SMP8653, and define a 
series of structure variables which could store the configuration information about the player system. We 
design the player system as below.[4] 
Fig. 2. The structure of player 
2.4. the data structure of configuration information[5] 
We built four layer data structure to store the corresponding configuration. First layer stores the global 
configuration information of the system, decoding function and file handle. Second layer encapsulate the 
decoding function and the specific contents of the user control options. Third layer encapsulate the 
configuration files and style of stream and function handle of the player in the second layer. Fourth layer 
encapsulate the configuration files of the player in the third layer, and the system use this configuration 
files to control the decoding chips. The player system stores the information of multimedia with this four 
layer data structure after receive the multimedia files. The processor in preparation for the decoding files, 
from top to bottom, layer upon layer structure of data read each layer of information, to the fourth layer 
after they may, according to the control hardware configuration information decoder decoding operation. 
Specific as below: 
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Fig. 3. Data structure 
The design of the four layers data structure, from the total to points, has clear function between the layers 
and the calling function is clear and reasonable. The player receives the formatting information of the 
multimedia stream by analyzing the files after receive the multimedia files that users input, and then, the 
system will choose a corresponding sub-function player system to decode the multimedia stream. 
2.5. hardware device control 
The key to decode the multimedia stream is how control CPU and decoder through configuring the 
parameters of the player system. Tracks is used to describe the every  multimedia steam’s information in 
the multimedia files. And we describe every multimedia stream as a TrackEntry. A TrackEntry include: 
TrackNumber is the uniqueness sign to a multimedia stream. TrackType is the type of multimedia file, 
such as video, audio, and so on. TimeScale is timestamp. CodecID is the coded format of the multimedia 
stream. These parameters are keys for decoding the multimedia streams, we must get them before deal 
with this files and set the environmental parameters. [6] 
We initialize the configuration files of the player before the player decode the multimedia stream use 
decoder chips. The configuration files would give the signal of files’ type before the system begin to 
decode, so that, CPU gets enough messages to control decoder to run. 
3. Results
3.1. performance analysis  
The HD video player system run at embedded Linux kernel 2.6.22.20. This system is stable, variety of 
formats of audio and video files have a good decoding processing. It’s smooth and rapid response to 
control instructions. CPU and memory share remains at an acceptable range. The player system is 
working properly. 
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3.2. test
Test case 1 is MPEG-2 encoding, 1080p, package format is MPG, duration 8 minutes 21seconds. This 
HD video player run at embedded Linux kernel 2.6.22.20, SMP8653 chip, use NADA flash, and the test 
cases stored in the mobile device. We get this data through the test as fellow: 
Table 1. Data of test case 1 
NO. Test case Analytical time Buffer time memory CPU 
1 1080p 876ms 524ms 12% 11% 
2 1080p 846ms 545ms 12% 12% 
3 1080p 855ms 566ms 11% 11% 
Through the test data analysis, the design of the player program, in memory and CPU usage share of 
these two important performance indicators are satisfied with the results.  Provide hardware support for 
decoding the user's media files to the player, the player automatically parse media formats, and in 
accordance with the 4 layer design data structures to store configuration information for the broadcast call 
control CPU decoder decode and play calling. Users to watch video without dropped frames, and pause 
phenomena, video files and read speed does not affect the buffer time reasonably acceptable to the user 
experience, the screen play smooth and clear 
4. Conclusions 
This paper describes in detail based on the MIPS architecture of embedded system 
software layered media player designed to achieve, describes how to control the CPU for decoding the 
program, and SMP8653 processor under the program implementation. Applications show that this method 
can greatly improve the process of encapsulation and modularity, but also improve the efficiency of 
programming. For the other MIPS-based architecture, multimedia processing chips development and 
design, with a reference value. The author of the innovation in the MIPS architecture SMP8653 chip 
software structure of the framework proposed 3 layers, 4 layer control data structure used to 
store configuration information, and program control processor designed to decode through work. 
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